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Picnic Ride to Downham  

 

This ride was originally scheduled to end in the village of Barley, a village we visited on an evening 

ride last year when we found it was difficult to see occasionally because of low sun. This year the plan 

was to ride the route in the reverse direction in the hope of avoiding the problem if the sun did indeed 

shine again. However when checking out the route it was discovered that the car park at Barley was 

unfit for our type of steed to use because of the large number of muddy and water filled potholes. It 

was more suited to off road bikes and so it was decided to stop in the pretty village of Downham 

instead.  

It was a mixed group of 12 bikes with two lady riders and three passengers who met up in the 

Decathlon car park for the briefing with the promise of three more bikes and one passenger meeting 

us near Pilsworth. In addition we had a new associate member called” Poppy” who rode as a 

passenger in a purpose made doggy bag on the rear of a lady rider’s Sportster. The little pug gave a 

few healthy barks as we left the car park in bright sunshine with Brian leading, Ross as sweeper and 

Arthur acting as tail gunner up the familiar route of M60, M66 and on to the A56 before crossing the 

M65 onto the A6068 and then left on the road through Whalley before dropping onto the A59 and 

finally finding the Pendle road into Downham.  

We did collect one extra rider and passenger at Pilsworth as expected but the others were late and 

Steve Spencer opted to wait for them and catch us up. We had a brief stop at the services on the A59 

to allow the smaller tanks to fill up before the final five miles into the village where we parked up , 

unpacked our picnics and some of us set to munching our sandwich's and pies of choice. 

Unfortunately for one section of the group, they had to wait for Steve to arrive because he had their 

goodies in his saddle bags. It wasn’t long though before we heard him arriving at the top of the village 

and he cruised up to us with two more bikes in tow including another lady rider. 
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Suitably fed and, as the midges started to come out and feast upon some  of us, we set off on the 

return journey through Barley and Barrowford with the intention of taking the A56 back to Rising 

Bridge but unexpected late night highway repairs forced us to take an alternative route. At this point 

Ross took over the lead because he had been down the diversion the day before and knew that by 

following the A690 into Accrington and the A680 out of it we would arrive at Rising Bridge anyway.  

We were treated to some fantastic views over the countryside and being a warm and clear evening 

you could see for miles as we crested the hills in the late evening sun. It was a nice trip and one I 

would like to do at some time when the ice cream shop may be open. 

Submitted by Brian Mason – 24/07/17 

 

 

Poppy takes a stroll before the return run. 
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